The forcefulness of key press responses was measured in stop-all and selective stopping versions of the stop-signal paradigm. When stop signals were presented too late for participants to succeed in stopping their responses, response force was nonetheless reduced relative to trials in which no stop signal was presented. This effect shows that peripheral motor aspects of primary task responses can still be influenced by inhibition even when the stop signal arrives too late to prevent the response. It thus requires modification of race models in which responses in the presence of stop signals are either stopped completely or produced normally, depending on whether the responding or stopping process finishes first.
able behavioral responses (De Jong et al., 1990) . The existence of such partial responses on successfully stopped trials suggests that responses can sometimes be stopped even after peripheral motor activity is underway, indicating a very late peripheral point of no return.
As was discussed by McGarry and Franks (1997) , the existence of partial responses indicates that the race model should not be viewed in terms of all-or-none responding. Instead, inhibition processes "disrupt normal response processing and result in the withholding or interruption of the response" (De Jong et al., 1990, p. 178) . On this view, the point of no return might be a "phantom" (McGarry & Franks, 1997) , with responses still interruptable even after they are initiated. There is thus a trichotomy of response processes including totally absent (i.e., stopped) responses, weak partial (i.e., interrupted) responses, and complete (i.e., unstopped) responses. The first category would consist of responses that are withheld completely, with no movement or above-baseline EMG activity at all, presumably because the stop-signal processes finished in plenty of time to block completely the primary task response execution process (McGarry & Franks, 1997) . Interrupted responses, on the other hand, would be characterized by an initial burst of EMG activity and possibly some small movement (McGarry & Franks, 1997) , presumably because the stop-signal processes finished only after the primary task response execution processes were well under way. 1 The present experiment used response force measurements to explore further the graded nature of late motor inhibition within stop-signal tasks. The basic hypothesis was that, if inhibition can act upon in-progress motor execution processes, then it should also be possible to see inhibitory effects on the responses produced in signal-respond trials, which are relatively normally executed, in addition to the previously demonstrated effects on partial responses observed in signal-inhibit trials. Specifically, if inhibition operates directly on motor-level processes, it should sometimes have a dampening effect even on the responses that it was too late to prevent-that is, the responses that "got away" from the inhibitory process. Such force effects would provide a further window for assessing the effects of inhibitory processes on the motor system. As many authors have noted, continuous measures of physiological processes can provide important insights about the mechanisms underlying performance in the stop-signal task (e.g., Boucher, Palmeri, Logan, & Schall, 2007; De Jong et al., 1995; Van Boxtel, Van der Molen, Jennings, & Brunia, 2001) .
Response force would seem to be an ideal measure for detecting inhibitory effects on motor processes. Many previous studies have shown that continuous response force measures provide a finegrained window on motor responding (e.g., Angel, 1973; Giray & Ulrich, 1993; Ulrich & Mattes, 1996) , so it seems likely that this measure would also be useful in studying inhibitory effects on motor processes. We focused mainly on the trials with relatively full primary task responses rather than the trials with partial responses studied in detail by De Jong et al. (1990) and by McGarry and Franks (1997) . As discussed above, inhibitory processes have traditionally been studied by examining trials that were completely or almost completely stopped (e.g., Logan & Cowan, 1984) . Response force could also reveal effects of inhibitory processes in signal-respond trials, though, because a given response tendency would presumably be expressed as a smaller overt response (i.e., reduced force) when it is subject to some inhibition (i.e., signal-respond trials) than when it is not (i.e., no-signal trials). Evidence of such a force difference would require even further elaboration of the trichotomy of response processes within the race model, indicating that response output is graded even when a more-or-less full motor response does occur. Such evidence would extend the case for peripheral inhibition as a stopping mechanism by providing evidence that responses can still be slightly weakened after they are well on their way to being produced.
As in any study distinguishing between signal-inhibit trials and signal-respond trials (e.g., for the estimation of SSRT), we needed an explicit threshold to decide whether a response was actually produced in each trial. Given that the actual amount of response force varies continuously across trials, such a threshold is necessarily somewhat arbitrary (McGarry & Franks, 1997) . In studies without continuous measurement of response force, the threshold is implemented implicitly by using a response switch with a certain force threshold for closure. In the present study, we measured force continuously and used a force threshold of 100 centiNewtons (cN), which corresponds approximately to the force needed to press a key on a standard computer keyboard. Stopsignal trials in which response force reached at a level of at least 100 cN were classified as signal-respond trials, and the question was whether these would reach the same force levels, on average, as no-signal trials.
We used two slightly different stop-signal paradigms for the current exploration of stop-signal effects on response force. In one-sometimes referred to as the "stop-all" task (e.g., De Jong et al., 1995) -participants were required to inhibit all primary task responses when a stop signal was presented. In the other-socalled "selective" stopping task-participants were required to inhibit one primary task response if the stop signal was presented, but the other response was to be made normally despite the presentation of the stop signal. In this task the to-be-stopped response is termed the "critical" one, whereas the response for which the stop-signal is irrelevant is termed the "noncritical" one (De Jong et al., 1995) . Some evidence suggests that people may use different stopping processes when they know in advance that only one particular response may have to be stopped (e.g., Aron & Verbruggen, 2008; Claffey, Sheldon, Stinear, Verbruggen, & 1 In distinguishing between fully stopped, partial, and fully executed responses, we are following the terminology of De Jong et al. (1990) . However, McGarry and Franks (1997) distinguished between two types of partial responses based on their EMG measurements. One type, which they called "interrupted responses," showed a clear onset burst of EMG activity similar to that seen in full responses. This activity burst was quite shortlived relative to the full response trials, however, from which McGarry and Franks concluded that response production had started normally but then was interrupted by a stopping process. They suggested that the partial responses reported by De Jong et al. were of this type. A second type, which they called "partial responses," displayed EMG activity that was much weaker than a normal response, though still reliably above baseline. They suggested that these could result from "active stopping processes that suppress, but fail to prevent, the response production processes prior to their convergence on the motor neuron pool" (p. 1538). The distinction between partial and interrupted responses is not important for the present study, because neither type involves a movement to the threshold for an overt response, which is the case of primary interest in this study. Aron, 2010; De Jong et al., 1995) , so it seemed worthwhile to investigate both of these two situations to see whether they produce different stop-signal effects on response force. In this study we used the selective stopping paradigm introduced by De Jong et al. (1995) , in which participants are instructed to withhold one response if the stop signal is presented but to make the other response normally despite the stop signal. Rather different paradigms have been used to study what might be functionally different types of selective stopping (Coxon, Stinear, & Byblow, 2007) , but it is beyond the scope of this study to examine all of the different types of selective stopping that have been considered.
Experiment 1 Method

Participants.
Participants were 24 first-and second-year students in Psychology at the University of Otago who volunteered to take part in the experiment in partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They ranged from 18 to 22 years of age, three were men, and two were left-handed as determined by the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) . Each participant attended a single experimental session lasting about 45 min.
Apparatus and stimuli. Stimuli were presented and responses, and RTs were recorded by an IBM-PC compatible computer. The visual stimuli used in the primary task were the letters V, M, W, and N presented as white figures approximately 1.2°of visual angle in height on the dark background of a standard computer monitor. A 1000-Hz tone of approximately 65 dB, lasting 50 ms, served as the stop signal.
Responses were made with the left and right index fingers on two force-sensitive keys similar to telegraph keys. Each key was constructed from a leaf spring (140 ϫ 20 ϫ 2 mm). The end of the spring located further from the participant was fixed in a pedestal, and the spring extended toward the participant at a height of approximately 7 mm above a metal base that provided full forearm support. The nearer end of the spring was free, and participants responded by pressing this end down using a quick finger flexion. A cutout from the metal base allowed essentially unlimited downward movement of the key. Strain gauges (Type 6/120 LY 41, manufactured by Höttinger Baldwin Me␤technik, Darmstadt, Germany) were attached near the fixed end of the leaf spring, so force applied to the free end was reflected in an analog signal with a resolution of approximately 2.8 mN. A force of 15 N bent the free end of the key by approximately 2 mm. An IBM-PC-compatible computer was used to control the stimulus display and to record the responses. In each trial, the force signal from each key was digitized at 250 Hz, starting 200 ms before stimulus onset and continuing for 2.2 s. The force keys were calibrated using a 500-g weight at the beginning of testing for each participant.
Procedure. At the beginning of the testing session, participants were seated at a computer desk with their left and right index fingers resting comfortably in the force keys. They were given the opportunity to practice pressing the keys to a force of 100 centiNewtons (cN), which the computer would register as a response. The value of 100 cN was used as the response threshold because it corresponds approximately to the force needed to press a key on a standard computer keyboard.
Each participant was tested for four blocks in the stop-all task followed by four blocks in the selective stopping task, or vice versa, with the order of tasks counterbalanced across participants. Within each block the four possible stimulus combinations (i.e., letter assigned to the left or right Response Key ϫ Stop Signal or no stop signal) occurred equally often, and the order of these trials was randomized separately for each block. Within the four blocks tested for each task, the first block was a practice block including 32 trials, and each of the remaining three blocks included 48 trials.
At the beginning of each block, on-screen instructions were given explaining the stimuli, responses, and stop-signal instructions for the upcoming block. At the discretion of the participant, rest breaks could be taken between blocks while viewing these instructions. The on-screen instructions were supplemented verbally for the first block in each of the two different tasks. Participants were instructed that they should always respond as quickly and as accurately as possible to the letter stimuli.
For both the stop-all task and the selective stopping task, the stimulus letters V and M were always paired together and assigned to one response hand, whereas W and N were assigned to the other. The assignment of stimuli to response hands was consistent for each participant throughout all blocks of the experiment but counterbalanced between participants.
In the stop-all task, participants were instructed to respond with the appropriate hand as quickly as possible to each visually presented letter. They were also instructed that a tone would sometimes be presented shortly after the letter and that they should try to withhold the response if the tone was presented. It was emphasized that the tone would often be presented too late for them to succeed in stopping the response and that they should never delay responding in anticipation of the tone.
The instructions were quite similar in the selective stopping task, except that participants were told that only one of the response hands was to be withheld if the tone was presented and that the other response should be made normally regardless of the tone. Half of the participants were told to withhold only the right-hand response in the selective stopping task, and the other half were told to withhold only the left-hand response.
Each trial began with a 400-ms presentation of a plus sign in the center of the computer screen as a combination fixation point and warning signal. During this period the force keys were monitored, and participants were warned not to press on the key before stimulus onset if force exceeded 50 cN. After plus sign offset the screen remained blank for 200 ms, and then a single letter stimulus was displayed on the screen until the participant exerted a force of 100 cN on one of the response keys or until 2 s had elapsed. On half of the trials, the tone was presented as a stop signal after a variable SSD following letter onset. The SSD was adjusted individually for each participant and response hand using a tracking procedure to produce approximately 50% successful stops (Kaernbach, 1991) . Specifically, each hand's SSD started at 250 ms at the beginning of each task. Then, after each trial in which the stop signal was given, the SSD was increased by 50 ms if the participant stopped successfully, and it was reduced by 50 ms if the participant did not stop.
After the participant responded on a given trial, accuracy feedback was given. The message "Correct!" was displayed for 750 ms following correct performance in the trial. The message "You should have tried to stop!" was displayed for 1 s if the participant executed a response when a stop signal was given. Appropriate error messages were displayed for 2.5 s if the participant pressed the wrong key, both keys, or failed to respond when no stop signal had been given.
Approximately 1-2 s after feedback offset, a fixation point appeared to begin the next trial.
Results and Discussion
The first block in each task (i.e., stop-all vs. selective stopping) was regarded as practice and was not included in the analyses. In each trial, RT was scored as the first time at which force reached 100 cN on either response key. Across all participants, we excluded as anticipations a total of four trials (0.06%) with RTs less than 200 ms and a further 79 trials (1.1%) with responses made by both hands (i.e., force exceeding 100 cN on both response keys).
A preliminary check on the proportion of signal-inhibit trials (i.e., stop-signal trials that were successfully stopped) indicated that the tracking algorithm for SSD adjustment worked well, producing approximately the desired 50% stopping success in both tasks. The SSDs required to produce these stopping rates were quite different in the two tasks, however, with means of 444 and 253 ms for the stop-all and selective tasks, respectively. De Jong et al. (1995) also found an SSD difference in the same direction with these two tasks, albeit a smaller one. Stop-signal RTs were estimated with the integration method (Logan, 1994) at each participant's median SSD. Across participants, these averaged 146 ms for the stop-all task and 343 ms for the selective stopping task.
A preliminary check on the RT, PC, and PF results from the stop-all task indicated that there were at most minor differences between the response hand that was critical (i.e., to be withheld) versus noncritical (i.e., not to be withheld) within the selective stopping task, indicating no great carryover of a hand's status from the selective to the stop-all task. Thus, to simplify the presentation, results from the stop-all task are shown averaging across the critical and noncritical responses (e.g., Table 1) .
Response accuracy. To analyze response accuracy and error types, we classified the response in each trial into one of three categories: the key press response assigned to the presented letter stimulus ("correct key press"), the other key press response ("incorrect key press"), or no response at all ("stopped"). Table 1 shows the percentages of trials in each condition for which each of these three possible overt responses was actually made. Overall response accuracy was high in no-signal trials, and nearly all errors consisted of responses with the incorrect hand rather than stopped responses. Interestingly, two aspects of the results in this table suggest that stop signals inhibited incorrect responses as well as correct ones, even for noncritical stimuli to which people always responded in the selective task. Such inhibition would not be expected if errors were due to fast guesses or other stimulus-and signal-independent processes. First, three pairwise comparisons of stop-signal versus no-stop-signal conditions indicated that the presence of the stop signal reduced (all p Ͻ .005) the percentage of incorrect responses significantly for the stop-all task (i.e., 5.1% vs. 2.4%) and for each of the two required response types within the selective task (i.e., 5.5% vs. 4.3% and 4.7% vs. 1.1%). Second, with the noncritical stimuli in the selective task, the presence of the stop signal also significantly increased the percentages of both correct responses and stopped responses (both ps Ͻ .025). When the percentage of correct responses was computed excluding the stopped trials, however, responses were still more accurate with than without stop signals only for the noncritical stimuli in the selective task (p Ͻ .001). They were approximately equally accurate with and without stop signals for the other two conditions (p Ͼ .5), suggesting that stop signals inhibited correct responses and errors about equally in these two conditions.
Response latency. Figure 1A shows mean RT as a function of the task, the response condition, and the presence versus ab- Note. The "correct key press R" is the one associated with the letter stimulus presented in a given trial (i.e., the response that was to be given in the absence of a stop signal), and the "incorrect key press R" is the other one. A stopped R is one in which force remained below the 100-cN response threshold for both hands. In the selective task, the critical R is one that should be stopped if a stop signal is given, and a noncritical R is one that should be made regardless of stop signal presentation. The percentages shown in bold represent correct responses, taking into account both the letter stimulus and the presence or absence of the stop signal. R ϭ response.
sence of the stop signal. These means were computed including only the trials in which a correct response actually was produced (i.e., PF Ͼ100 cN). The mean RTs shown in Figure 1A essentially replicate those of De Jong et al. (1995) , whereas the PF results in Figure 1B reveal the effects of stop signals on force output that are indicative of inhibitory effects on peripheral motor processes even after the point of no return. Two-factor ANOVAs were carried out on both RT and PF with factors of the three task/response conditions shown along the horizontal axis and stop-signal presence/absence. As shown in Figure 1A , the RT results replicated previous findings that responses are slower in no-signal trials than in signalrespond trials for the conditions in which participants must try to stop their responses (i.e., stop-all and selective, critical). In a 3 ϫ 2 ANOVA on RT using the six conditions shown in the figure, both main effects and the interaction were highly significant (p Ͻ .001). As is evident in the figure, most of the interaction arose due to the selective, noncritical condition. An additional 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA including only the stop-all and selective, critical conditions (i.e., left-most four points of Figure 1A ), though, indicated that this 2 ϫ 2 component of the overall interaction was marginally significant, F(1, 23) ϭ 3.18, MSE ϭ 1, 166.0, p Ͻ .1.
Pairwise comparisons on RT indicated that the stop-signal effect was highly significant (p Ͻ .001) in each of the three task/response conditions. As is commonly found, responses were faster with stop signals than without them in the stop-all and selective, critical conditions. In these conditions, responses are thought to be generated only when the primary task process is especially fast-that is, fast enough to win the race against the inhibitory process. In the selective, noncritical condition where responses are generated in all trials, however, responses are faster without the stop signal than with it. One possible explanation is that stop signals slow these responses by competing for some perceptual or decision-making capacity-a kind of distraction effect. A related and somewhat more extreme possibility is that all primary task processing is stopped briefly while the stop signal is evaluated, with this processing being reinitiated after evaluation for noncritical trials. A third possibility is that stop signals evoke a generalized response inhibition that slows motor responding relative to trials without stop signals. Interestingly, an informal inspection of the RT distributions for the selective, noncritical conditions with and without stop signals revealed almost no difference for the relatively fast responses (i.e., less than the median), with virtually all of the difference coming from the slower responses. This pattern is consistent with a race model in which the stop signals only slow responses if they arrive before the primary task process is too far advanced.
Force reduction in signal-respond trials. Figure 1B shows the results of primary interest, namely PF as a function of the task, the response condition, and the presence versus absence of the stop signal. Responses were clearly less forceful when a stop signal was presented than when it was not, especially when the signal indicated that the response should be stopped (i.e., the stop-all and selective, critical conditions). In the analogous 3 ϫ 2 ANOVA examining PFs in no-signal and signal-respond trials, the main effect of stop signal was highly significant, F(1, 23) ϭ 26.22, MSE ϭ 33, 658.2, p Ͻ .001, as was the interaction of stop signal and task/response condition, F(2, 46) ϭ 12.80, MSE ϭ 12, 384.6, p Ͻ .001. The main effect of task/response condition only approached significance (.10 Ͻ p Ͻ .15). In pairwise comparisons, the stop-signal effect was also highly significant (p Ͻ .001) for the stop-all and selective, critical conditions, but it only approached significance for the selective, noncritical condition (.05 Ͻ p Ͻ .06). Although there were also small PF differences among the three task/response conditions when no stop signal was presented, these did not approach significance (p Ͼ .7). In a 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA including only the stop-all and selective, critical conditions, there was no main effect of task and no interaction (both ps Ͼ .5).
The main finding of this experiment, which is evident in Figure  1B , is that presentation of a stop signal substantially reduced response force even when the response was emitted (i.e., in signalrespond trials). Thus, stop signals must initiate an inhibitory process capable of reducing the force of responses even when this process is too late to stop the response from occurring. These late inhibitory consequences seem to have approximately equal effects in the stop-all and selective stopping tasks. Obviously, this finding strengthens previous evidence that inhibition has at least some of its effects at a relatively peripheral motor level. A further implication of this result is that inhibition can have effects even after the point at which the response can no longer be stopped. Contrary to a simple race model, then, the unsuccessfully stopped responses Figure 1 . Mean RT (RT, A) and peak force (PF, B) as a function of task/response condition (stop-all; selective, critical; or selective, noncritical) and stop-signal condition (no signal or signal-respond, the latter indicating unsuccessful stopping) in Experiment 1. The error bars indicate Ϯ1 SE computed from the pooled ANOVA error terms of the two main effects and their interaction (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . produced in signal-respond trials are not equivalent to the responses produced when no stop signal is presented-that is, they are not simply "normal" responses emitted because of a lost race. Evidently, force can be reduced-at least in some trials-even when the stopping process loses the race, so there must be some further consequences of inhibition even after the point of no return.
Because RTs were faster in the signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials ( Figure 1A) , the lower force in signal-respond trials could conceivably have been an artifactual consequence of their lower RTs. This possibility does not seem likely because biomechanical considerations suggest that faster responses would have greater force, and in any case previous evidence indicates that RT and response force are at most weakly correlated (e.g., Giray & Ulrich, 1993) . Nonetheless, to rule out this artifact we divided the no-signal trials into those with RTs that were faster versus slower than the median. Faster responses had slightly greater force than slower ones, although the difference did not approach significance (p Ͼ .25), so the difference was in the opposite direction from that needed to explain the results in terms of this artifact.
Several more fine-grained analyses were conducted to check whether the reduced mean PF for unstopped trials could result from a mixture effect. That is, there might have been a relatively small number of unstopped trials with very low PFs-potentially just exceeding the 100 cN cutoff-and the PFs elicited on most stop-signal trials might have been comparable to those observed without a stop signal. Averaging across all trials, the mean PFs would be reduced in the presence of a stop signal because the mean would include a few very low PFs, with relatively normal PFs (i.e., as predicted by the race model) on most unstopped trials. To check for such a mixture effect, we recomputed the relevant comparisons excluding trials with peak force less than 175 cN. The effect of the stop signal on PF was hardly diminished at all by excluding these trials, so we conclude that the change in means is not simply due to the presence of a few trials in which PF just exceeded the response threshold. A further analysis suggested that the reduced mean was not caused by just a few participants, either. Mean PF was lower with the stop signal than without it for 22 of the 24 participants, and the average signal-respond PFs ranged across participants from 43% to 101% of the average no-signal PFs for the same individuals (median ϭ 73%).
Force-time dynamics of responses. We checked the forcetime dynamics of the responses in addition to PF in order to evaluate a possible "late catch-up hypothesis" that could substantially reconcile the PF results with a simple race model. According to this race model, inhibition is too late to stop the response from reaching the threshold value of 100 cN in signal-respond trials. The late catch-up hypothesis says, though, that inhibition can sometimes overtake an already-initiated response process, modulating its strength by inhibiting the later part of the response trajectory (i.e., the part after the 100-cN threshold is crossed) and thereby reducing the total force ultimately reached. If the late catch-up hypothesis is correct, the race model might adequately describe the production of force during the first part of the response-that is, up until the threshold value of 100 cN is reached and the RT is determined-even though the inhibition produced by the stop signal arrives in time to reduce the peak output level that is reached later. This view would be especially plausible if the responses were produced slowly, with PFs reached (say) 300 ms or more after the crossing of the 100-cN response threshold, because in that case there would be plenty of time for an inhibitory process to catch up with the normal response process. Unfortunately, it is not clear exactly how much time between threshold crossing and PF would be needed to strengthen the late catch-up hypothesis, but it seems that a nontrivial interval would be required, because a stopping process that only finished after threshold crossing could not modulate PF instantly. For example, force trajectory differences appearing in the first 10 ms after threshold crossing would presumably reflect inhibitory processes that finished before threshold crossing, because finished inhibitory processes would require some time to start dampening force output. Figure 2 shows the average force-time dynamics of the responses produced in different conditions, and two features of these averages seem to argue against the late catch-up hypothesis. First, the time from crossing the 100-cN threshold to the PF was only approximately 100 ms, which allows little time for late catch-up to occur. Second, the no-signal and signal-respond force levels appear to start diverging immediately after the 100-cN threshold is crossed, as if the inhibitory process is already active at this point.
To test these features statistically and avoid any possible smearing artifacts associated with averaging force-time profiles across trials, we scored the force-time profile of the response in each trial individually, and averaged the results across trials. On average, the PF was reached within 100 ms after the 100-cN threshold was crossed, so only an extremely rapid late catch-up process could have overtaken the response process in the brief time between threshold crossing and peak. Furthermore, we assessed the mean force level in each trial within the first 50 ms after crossing the 100-cN threshold in that trial, reasoning that it would be unlikely that a late catch-up process kicking in only after the 100-cN threshold was crossed could produce a measurable force difference within 50 ms. Average force reductions of approximately 35 cN, in the same direction as those shown in Figure 1 , were already present during this interval for the signal-respond trials in both tasks (both ps Ͻ .001), which seems to be strong evidence against the late catch-up hypothesis.
As a final check on the late catch-up hypothesis, we looked for an effect of the stop signal on the rate of force development before the 100-cN response threshold was crossed. If force develops more slowly in signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials even before the 100-cN threshold is reached, then the inhibitory effect must arise before this point, and the late catch-up model cannot be a complete account of the peak force differences. Specifically, in each trial we measured the time interval between reaching 75 and 100 cN of force.
2 These were naturally very short time intervals, but the important point is that they were reliably longer for the signal-respond trials (M ϭ 8.46 ms) than for the no-signal trials (M ϭ 7.64 ms), F(1, 23) ϭ 9.11, MSE ϭ 1.80, p Ͻ .01.
Partial responses in signal-inhibit trials. To check for evidence of graded peripheral inhibition in signal-inhibit trials analogous to that demonstrated in previous studies (e.g., De Jong et al., 1990; McGarry & Franks, 1997) , we also examined the partial forces generated in these trials, which can be seen to some extent in Figures 2C and 2D . If responses are stopped centrally, then only negligible baseline-level forces should be produced by the correct response hand in these trials, comparable to the forces produced by the incorrect hand. But if responses are stopped peripherally, some correct-hand force may be generated even in signal-inhibit trials. In that case, the mean PF in signal-inhibit trials should be greater for the response hand indicated by the imperative stimulus (i.e., the "correct" hand) than for the other, incorrect one. To test that, we carried out a further 2-factor ANOVA on the PF values from signal-inhibit trials, with one factor being task (i.e., stop-all vs. selective stopping) and the other factor being response hand (i.e., correct vs. incorrect for the letter stimulus). The means PFs for the correct and incorrect response hand were 27.1 and 23.2 cN, respectively. 3 The difference between these values was highly significant, F(1, 23) ϭ 8.49, MSE ϭ 43.63, p Ͻ .01. Neither the task effect nor the interaction approached significance in this ANOVA (both p Ͼ .2). Thus, despite having been successfully stopped, some partial forces were generated by the correct response hand, replicating previous findings of partial responses in signal-inhibit trials (e.g., De Jong et al., 1990; McGarry & Franks, 1997) . As has been noted previously, this finding can be reconciled with a simple race model as long as the point of no return is located even after initial EMG activity and force generation.
As was the case with the key result from the signal-respond trials, the increased mean PF for the signal-inhibit trials could Figure 2 . Mean response-hand force as a function of time in the stop-all task (A and C) and the selective stopping task (B and D) in Experiment 1. (A and B) Mean force-time curves for hands that actually responded, with time zero defined as the moment at which the 100-cN threshold for a response (R) was reached. (C and D) Mean force-time curves for hands that did not respond (i.e., never reached the 100-cN threshold), with time zero defined as the moment of the stimulus letter (S) onset. In each figure, the different lines indicate whether there was a stop signal, whether any required stopping was successful or unsuccessful, and-for the selective stopping task-whether the response hand was critical or noncritical. In A and B, all forces were measured on the response hand associated with the stimulus letter; in C and D, forces were measured on both the correct response hand and the incorrect one. potentially result from a mixture effect. Specifically, the stop signal might not have increased force at all in most trials, but it might occasionally have produced PFs just less than the 100-cN cutoff. These occasional relatively large PFs could have been entirely responsible for the increased mean PFs in the signalinhibit trial. To check for such a mixture-type effect, we recomputed the relevant comparisons excluding trials with peak force greater than 80 cN-just under 1% of the signal-inhibit trials. This reduced the difference in question from 3.9 to 2.1 cN, suggesting that a substantial proportion of the increased mean force associated with the active hand was indeed due to occasional near-threshold responses. Nonetheless, the remaining 2.1-cN difference was still statistically reliable, F(1, 23) ϭ 4.88, MSE ϭ 21.08, p Ͻ .05, so we conclude that the change in means was not completely due to the presence of a few trials in which PF closely approached the response threshold.
Baseline force differences between signal-inhibit and signalrespond trials. If motor-level inhibition is responsible for stopping, as is suggested by the present results among others, then one might also expect that the success of stopping in a trial would be determined partly by the state of the motor system at the beginning of the trial. To investigate this possibility, we measured in each trial the mean force exerted by each finger during the 200 ms baseline period prior to the onset of the primary task letter stimulus. Interestingly, these force levels were lower for the trials in which stopping was successful (i.e., signal-inhibit) than for the trials in which stopping was unsuccessful (i.e., signal-respond; 16.8 vs. 17.8 cN), F(1, 23) ϭ 8.36, MSE ϭ 4.84, p Ͻ .01. To make sure this was not an artifact of a few anticipatory responses in which force was already quite high during the baseline, we excluded from the analysis the few trials in which the baseline force exceeded 50 cN. Thus, lower force levels at the start of the trial predict greater success in stopping, exactly as would be expected if stopping is determined by a direct competition between activation and inhibition at a peripheral motor level.
Experiment 2
The main purpose of this experiment was to reexamine the force effects for the stop-all and selective stopping tasks using a between-subjects design. Although the results of Experiment 1 suggest that there are no major differences in force effects between the two tasks, it might have been problematic that each participant was tested in both tasks within a single session. If participants tended to use the same strategy in the second task that they had developed in the first one-a type of carry-over effect-then between-task differences could have been reduced or eliminated.
Another reason for carrying out a second experiment was that there was an unusual feature of the RT results in Experiment 1. Specifically, responses were about equally fast in the stop-all and selective stopping tasks. Normally, responses are faster in the stop-all task (e.g., De Jong et al., 1995) . We might have obtained unusually slow responses in the stop-all task because we used an unusually high proportion of stop-signal trials (50%), in which case the force results might also have been atypical of standard stop-signal tasks. Therefore, in Experiment 2 we used only 25% stop-signal trials.
Method
Except as noted otherwise, the apparatus, stimuli, procedure, and methods of analysis were the same as those used in Experiment 1. The participants were 32 volunteers from the same pool, none of whom had been tested in the previous experiment. They ranged from 16 to 47 years of age (M ϭ 21 years), and three were men.
Each participant was tested in nine equivalent blocks of 64 trials; half were tested in the stop-all task, and the other half were tested in the selective stopping task. Tones were presented in one quarter of the trials in the stop-all task and in one half of the trials in the selective stopping task. To shorten the trial duration so that the number of trials could be increased, force was recorded for only 1.5 s following stimulus onset, and no feedback was given in trials with correct responses.
Results and Discussion
Each participant's first block was again excluded as practice. An additional 17 trials (0.1%) were excluded as anticipations, and 174 (1.07%) were excluded because responses were made with both hands.
Stopping was again successful in approximately 50% of stopsignal trials. As in Experiment 1, producing the target stopping success rate was associated with a longer SSD in the stop-all task (388 ms) than in the selective stopping task (218 ms). Stop-signal RTs were estimated using the same method as in Experiment 1, and these averaged 154 ms for the stop-all task and 303 ms for the selective stopping task.
Response accuracy. Table 1 shows the percentages of trials in each condition for which each of the three possible overt responses was actually made, and these values are mostly similar to those obtained in Experiment 1. The major difference is that stop signals increased the percentage of responses by the incorrect hand in the selective task, whereas they decreased this percentage in Experiment 1.
Response latency. Figure 3A shows mean RT as a function of the task, the response condition, and the presence versus absence of the stop signal, and the results replicate previously observed patterns. In the stop-all task, responses were as usual faster on average in signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials, F(1, 15) ϭ 222.13, MSE ϭ 294.46, p Ͻ .001. In the selective stopping task, responses were faster to the noncritical letter than the critical letter, F(1, 15) ϭ 26.90, MSE ϭ 7, 375.1, p Ͻ .001, and there was a strong interaction of letter type and presence versus absence of the response signal, F(1, 15) ϭ 61.30, MSE ϭ 1,323.9, p Ͻ .001. All pairwise comparisons among the four mean RTs from the selective stopping task were statistically reliable (p Ͻ .05).
Force reduction in signal-respond trials. Figure 3B shows the PF results of main interest. Replicating the stop-all condition of Experiment 1, responses were less forceful in signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials, F(1, 15) ϭ 35.00, MSE ϭ 1,850.5, p Ͻ .001. In the selective stopping task, responses were less forceful in signal-respond trials than no-signal trials, F(1, 15) ϭ 11.74, MSE ϭ 3,532.3, p Ͻ .005. This effect was, however, limited to the critical letter, leading to a significant interaction of letter type and presence versus absence of the response signal, F(1, 15) ϭ 11.89, MSE ϭ 3,275.4, p Ͻ .005. Thus, the results again suggest that the response signal initiates an inhibitory process that can reduce the force of to-be-stopped responses even when it does not stop them.
Analyses parallel to those carried out for Experiment 1 were again used to check for various artifacts, and the results were quite similar to those of the previous experiment. Median-split analyses showed that force was not reliably different for faster than slower no-signal trials in either task (both ps Ͼ .35), suggesting that the reduced force in signal-respond trials did not simply result from faster responding in those trials. In fact, on average across the two tasks, force was numerically larger for the faster trials, so-as in Experiment 1-the means were in the direction opposite to that needed to raise concerns about this artifact. In addition, the force reductions in signal-respond trials were still highly significant after excluding trials with weak responses (p Ͻ .01 in both tasks), and the reductions were present for 28 of the 32 participants, suggesting that the effect was not caused by a few trials or participants.
Force-time dynamics of responses. Figure 4 shows the average force-time dynamics of the responses, and analyses of these dynamics replicated the results of Experiment 1 in all key respects. In the stop-all task, the time from the 100-cN threshold to the peak averaged 81 ms in no-signal trials and 69 ms in signalrespond trials, F(1, 15) ϭ 81.80, MSE ϭ 12.93, p Ͻ .001. In the selective stopping task, this time averaged 94, 92, and 95 ms for the three types of trials in which responses were to be given (i.e., no-signal, noncritical; no-signal, critical; and signal, noncritical) but only 79 ms for the trials in which they were to be stopped (i.e., signal-respond, critical), F(3, 42) ϭ 9.90, MSE ϭ 88.58, p Ͻ .001. Furthermore, the mean force level within the first 50 ms after crossing the 100-cN threshold was reduced in signal-respond trials for both the stop-all task, F(1, 15) ϭ 33.97, MSE ϭ 44.12, p Ͻ .001, and the selective stopping task, F(3, 42) ϭ 9.62, MSE ϭ 736.10, p Ͻ .005. Reduced signal-respond force output so soon after the 100-cN threshold suggests that the inhibitory process was already active before that threshold was crossed, even though the process was not active enough to prevent some overt response from occurring. Finally, as in Experiment 1, an inhibitory effect was detectable even before the 100-cN threshold was crossed, in the time elapsing between the production of 75 and 100 cN of force, ruling out the late catch-up hypothesis. In the stop-all task, this interval was slightly more than 1 ms longer in signal-inhibit trials than in no-signal trials (M ϭ 10.23 vs. M ϭ 9.08 ms), F(1, 15) ϭ 15.10, MSE ϭ 1.39, p Ͻ .002. The effect was smaller in the selective stopping task (M ϭ 9.77 vs. M ϭ 9.03 ms), however, and was only marginally reliable, F(1, 14) ϭ 3.06, MSE ϭ 1.42, p Ͻ .11.
Partial responses in signal-inhibit trials. As in Experiment 1, partial forces were generated in signal-inhibit trials, and these can be seen in Figures 4C and 4D . In the signal-inhibit trials of the stop-all task, the mean PFs for the correct and incorrect response hand were 37.0 and 26.8 cN, respectively, F(1, 15) ϭ 40.27, MSE ϭ 20.84, p Ͻ .001. In the selective stopping task, the corresponding means were 34.3 and 27.0 cN, F(1, 15) ϭ 47.60, MSE ϭ 9.17, p Ͻ .001. The differences remained highly significant (p Ͻ .001) in both tasks even after excluding trials with PF in the range of 80 -99 cN, so they were not simply caused by occasional responses that stopped just short of the 100-cN threshold for responding.
Baseline force differences between signal-inhibit and signalrespond trials. As in Experiment 1, baseline forces were approximately 1 cN larger preceding signal-respond than signalinhibit trials. This effect was not statistically reliable for the stop-all task (p ϭ .1), but it was reliable for the selective stopping task, F(1, 15) ϭ 8.95, MSE ϭ 1.48, p Ͻ .01, and in an analysis combining the two tasks, F(1, 30) ϭ 12.66, MSE ϭ 1.42, p Ͻ .001.
General Discussion
The main finding of the present study is that responses generated in the presence of stop signals are less forceful than those generated in the absence of stop signals. Specifically, even when participants failed to stop their responses and generated force well in excess of the threshold for an overt response, the inhibitory process initiated by the stop signal modified the responses that were actually produced. In fact, under the present conditions the inhibitory process reduced mean force output by approximately 10 -15% relative to the amount produced without a stop signal. The reduction in mean is present for almost all participants and seems not to result from only a few trials with very weak responses. There is every reason to suppose that comparable effects are present-though unmeasured-in stop-signal tasks using discrete key press responses, because standard response keys have a force trigger threshold of approximately the 100-cN value used as the response threshold in this study. Thus, responses in signalrespond and no-signal trials are probably not equivalent in such studies, even though the absence of force measurements makes it difficult to see the differences.
The finding of reduced force in signal-respond trials extends the existing evidence for late, motor-level effects of inhibitory processes. Previous findings of weak partial responses in signalinhibit trials, which were replicated in the present force measurements (e.g., Figures 2C and 2D) , showed that inhibition must sometimes be able to shut down barely started motor execution processes. Reduced force in signal-respond trials demonstrates an inhibitory effect on motor processes that must be even later than that. Specifically, this effect indicates that the inhibitory processes have consequences even beyond the point of no return at which participants are committed to generating the overt response, however that is defined. Evidently, inhibition may be able to damp down the final output even though the motor execution processes are so far advanced that they exceed the threshold for a response.
The present results also have important implications concerning the standard race model for the stop-signal task (e.g., Logan, 1994; Logan & Cowan, 1984) . According to this model, each trial in the stop-signal task is essentially a "winner-take-all" race between a primary-task process that generates a normal response and an inhibitory process that blocks it. Although the finish line for the race can be quite late-potentially even after the initiation of the motor action (e.g., De Jong et al., 1990; McGarry & Franks, 1997) -the model is based on the assumption that unstopped Mean force-time curves for hands that did not respond (i.e., never reached the 100-cN threshold), with time zero defined as the moment of the stimulus letter (S) onset. In each panel, the different lines indicate whether there was a stop signal, whether any required stopping was successful or unsuccessful, and-for the selective stopping task-whether the response hand was critical or noncritical. In A and B, all forces were measured on the response hand associated with the stimulus letter; in C and D, forces were measured on both the correct response hand and the incorrect one.
responses are equivalent to those generated in the absence of a stop signal. That is, if the inhibitory process has not caught up with the primary task response process in time to prevent more than a weak partial response, then the inhibitory process should have no effect at all. This assumption is required for various model-based analyses, such as estimating stop-signal RT and finishing times of the final ballistic motor process (Logan & Cowan, 1984) .
The present results contradict this conception. They show that the inhibitory process initiated by the stop signal can still reduce motor output even when this process loses the race against the primary task process. This implies that responses in the presence of the stop signal are not identical to the fast responses generated when there is no stop signal. Furthermore, the finding that inhibition affects the time required to reach the 100-cN force threshold directly contradicts the race model's assumption that the RTs of signal-respond trials are equivalent to those in no-signal trials (i.e., context independence; Colonius, 1990) .
The present results might be explained by a race model incorporating certain modifications of the standard used in the analysis of stop-signal tasks (e.g., Logan & Cowan, 1984) . In particular, the results seem compatible with race models in which inhibition can affect the late ballistic process that generates the response in signal-respond trials. This inhibition could weaken the ballistic process in signal-respond trials relative to no-signal trials, leading both to a lower force output and to a longer time for generating the final 25 cN of force needed to reach the response threshold. Such models might be called "early catch-up" models, because the inhibition would have to catch up with the ongoing response activation before the response threshold was reached rather than afterward, as it does in the late catch-up model. Two problems would remain for such early catch-up race models, however. First, they would have to be reconciled with evidence that there is actually little or no final ballistic process (De Jong et al., 1995; McGarry & Franks, 1997) . In the early catch-up model, the duration of the ballistic process provides the time available for catchup, so the early catch-up idea is less plausible when the ballistic phase is shorter. Second, early catch-up race models would undermine some estimation methods that have been derived from standard race models, including estimation of the mean stop-signal RT and the mean duration of the ballistic process. Some existing estimation methods assume that there is no ballistic process at all (Colonius, 1990) , and these would clearly be invalid within the early catch-up framework. Other methods allow the possibility that there is a ballistic process but assume that it operates at the same rate in no-signal and signal-respond trials (Logan & Cowan, 1984) , and this latter assumption is contradicted by the finding that more time is needed for the transition from 75 to 100 cN of force output in signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials. Thus, if early catch-up models were accepted, then either new estimation methods would have to be developed or it would have to be shown that the assumption violations had a negligible influence on the estimated values.
Unfortunately, we can only speculate about the exact mechanisms by which the inhibitory process reduces the force of responses that it is unable to stop. Most models of movement production involve three stages. The first is an initial planning phase during which movement characteristics such as effector, timing, force, and direction are specified (e.g., Keele, 1968; Rosenbaum, 1980) . Second, a peripheral "go" signal is issued.
Third the planned movement is actually executed (e.g., Bullock & Grossberg, 1988) . At some point-possibly the peripheral go signal-the movement production process undergoes a transition from a controlled state during which it is still modifiable to a ballistic state during which it must run off with no further modification (e.g., Logan & Cowan, 1984) . The transition from controlled to ballistic is one plausible candidate for the point of no return in movement production (e.g., Osman et al., 1986) , and it may represent the end point of the race between the primary task and inhibitory processes in the stop-signal task (e.g., CavinaPratesi et al., 2001; Logan & Cowan, 1984) .
Within such a framework, there are clearly at least three possible accounts of the inhibitory effect of stop signals on response force in signal-respond trials. First, the stop signal might influence the movement planning process even though it is too late to block the peripheral go signal. Because the planning process takes place more centrally than the generation of the go signal, a centrally initiated inhibitory process might catch up with the central planning process even though it is too late to block the more peripheral go signal. In that case, the inhibitory process might sometimes cause a reduction in the planned force just in the last few milliseconds before the go signal is generated. Assuming that the amount of force produced is determined by the level planned at the instant of the go signal, this last-second reduction in planned force could reduce the final force output. Second, the stop signal might influence the intensity of the peripheral go signal, which might in turn cause changes in the force of the resulting movement. On this account, the inhibitory process would still be able to weaken the go signal, resulting in reduced force, even when it was too late to block that signal. Third, the inhibitory process might even be able to reduce the planned response force during the motor processing that takes place after the go signal is generated. On this account, of course, response force would still have to be somewhat modifiable during the phase of motor processing just after the go signal was issued, so this phase could not be completely ballistic in the usual sense under this account. If the go signal is regarded as the point of no return, this model is also consistent with McGarry and Frank's (1997) suggestion that the point of no return is a phantom boundary in the sense that there is really no final ballistic phase beyond which responses are not subject to voluntary control.
It is also interesting to consider the present results within the context of the recent interactive race model of the stop-signal task developed by Boucher et al. (2007) . Although this neurophysiologically motivated model was developed to account for eye movement responses rather than key press responses, its overall structure could conceivably be appropriate for both of these output modalities. On the basis of evidence that eye movements are controlled by a network of mutually excitatory and inhibitory neurons, Boucher et al. developed their interactive race model as an alternative to the standard independent race model, and they found that the interactive race model gave a better account of the combined eye movement responses and neurophysiological data being modeled. Within the interactive model, activation accrued in separate stop and go processes, but the stop process inhibited the go process. In a stop-signal trial, the response was emitted (i.e., signal-respond) if and when the go process reached a predetermined threshold. In this model, the stop and go activation processes are analogous to the planning process in the three-stage conception just discussed, and the threshold crossing is analogous to the go signal.
Although Boucher et al. (2007) did not explicitly model eye movement parameters analogous to response force, it is natural to consider how their model could be extended to account for the present force results with key press responses. As they noted, "In the interactive race architecture. . .a signal-respond trial occurred if go unit reached threshold, and a signal-inhibit trial occurred if the stop unit prevented the go unit from reaching threshold (rather than the go process finishes later than the stop process)" (p. 388). The concept of stop-signal inhibition reducing activity in a go process seems quite compatible with the reduction in signal-respond force observed here. To explain the force results in terms of this model, however, it is first necessary to make some assumption about how force is related to go process activation.
One seemingly plausible assumption is that the level of response force depends on the level of activation reached by the go process at the time when the response is emitted. Unfortunately, adding this assumption to the model does not help to explain the results. Because the response is initiated at a constant threshold activation level, the response would necessarily be generated at the same activation level in no-signal and signal-respond trials, so the same amount of force would be produced in both kinds of trials.
A plausible extension of Boucher et al.'s (2007) interactive race model could account for the force results using a variant of the catch-up idea discussed previously. Within Boucher et al.'s model, there is a short delay between crossing the activation threshold and emitting the response. If force depended on the activation level at the end of this delay (i.e., at the time the response was actually emitted) rather than the level at the time of crossing the threshold, then force could be lower in signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials. Specifically, this would happen if postthreshold force increases were smaller in signal-respond trials than in no-signal trials, as would be expected due to the influence of the inhibitory process generated by the stop signal. In fact, postthreshold activation differences were quite clear in simulations using the interactive race model of Boucher et al. 4 , with activation approximately 3% higher at the time point 10 ms following the threshold crossing in no-signal trials than in signal-respond trials.
In addition to examining the effects of inhibitory mechanisms on response force, a secondary goal of the present experiments was to investigate the hypothesis that different inhibitory mechanisms are used in selective, critical trials than in stop-all trials. Two aspects of the present results are unexpected in view of this hypothesis. First, stop signals reduced force about equally for the signal-respond trials of both tasks (left four points in Figures 1B  and 3B ). If a central stopping mechanism is used when there is foreknowledge of which response might be stopped, one might expect little or no force reduction for signal-respond trials. Second, partial responses of approximately the same size are evident in signal-inhibit trials of both tasks (Figures 2C vs. 2D and 4C vs. 4D) . Again, if a central stopping mechanism were used in the selective stopping task, one might expect no-or at least smallerpartial responses in this task. Of course, central and peripheral stopping mechanisms could conceivably have equivalent effects on force, so these two unexpected results do not definitively rule out the possibility that different mechanisms come into play for nonselective versus selective stopping. Nonetheless, they do provide some support for the idea that the same mechanism is used for both tasks. Naturally, it might be worthwhile to check whether similar force reductions in signal-respond trials are also found in other types of selective stopping tasks that have produced evidence for a distinction between central and peripheral stopping (e.g., Aron & Verbruggen, 2008; De Jong et al., 1995) . As discussed by Coxon et al. (2007) , there are important differences among various experimental paradigms used to study selective stopping, so rather different results might be found in the other selective stopping paradigms.
A further somewhat surprising aspect of the results is that the force outputs were nearly equal for the critical and noncritical hands in no-signal trials of the selective stopping task. Previous evidence suggests there is ongoing inhibition of responses that are known to be candidates for stopping (Claffey et al., 2010) or that have recently been stopped (Verbruggen, Logan, Liefooghe, & Vandierendonck, 2008) , so force reductions might have been expected for the critical hand. Such evidence is reinforced within the current data by the large RT advantage for the noncritical hand over the critical one in no-signal trials, which also suggests some ongoing inhibition of the critical response. Why, then, was the force of this response hand not much reduced in no-signal trials?
One possible explanation of the absence of the expected difference is that it was counteracted by differences in response probability. Less probable responses tend to be produced with greater force (e.g., Mattes, Ulrich, & Miller, 1997 ; see also Van den Wildenberg, van Boxtel, & van der Molen, 2003) . This pattern can be explained by a model in which less prepared responses require greater increments in activation to reach a response threshold (Näätänen, 1971) , and in which greater increments tend to overshoot the threshold by larger amounts . In each trial of the present selective stopping task, the critical response was less likely to be made than the noncritical one, and the higher force caused by its reduced probability may have counteracted the force reductions expected from ongoing inhibition.
In closing, it should be emphasized that the present results demonstrate the utility of response force measurements for tapping into the inhibitory mechanisms involved in the stop-signal task. Like EEG and EMG, force is a continuous variable that can be measured both when participants respond and when they do not. Unlike EEG and EMG, force signals are relatively noise-free, so they can be quantified in individual trials rather than being extracted from waveforms averaged across many trials. Given that inhibitory processes modulate response force in this task, it seems likely that a fuller understanding of these processes can be gained by developing stop-signal models capable of predicting response force as well as response latency and probability. Augmenting the race model with mechanisms for determining response force might be a good first step toward that goal.
